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Non-homogeneous random walks on a half strip
with generalized Lamperti drifts
Chak Hei Lo Andrew R. Wade
29th July 2016
Abstract
We study a Markov chain on R+ × S, where R+ is the non-negative real numbers
and S is a finite set, in which when the R+-coordinate is large, the S-coordinate of
the process is approximately Markov with stationary distribution pii on S. If µi(x) is
the mean drift of the R+-coordinate of the process at (x, i) ∈ R+ × S, we study the
case where
∑
i piiµi(x) → 0, which is the critical regime for the recurrence-transience
phase transition. If µi(x)→ 0 for all i, it is natural to study the Lamperti case where
µi(x) = O(1/x); in that case the recurrence classification is known, but we prove new
results on existence and non-existence of moments of return times. If µi(x) → di for
di 6= 0 for at least some i, then it is natural to study the generalized Lamperti case
where µi(x) = di+O(1/x). By exploiting a transformation which maps the generalized
Lamperti case to the Lamperti case, we obtain a recurrence classification and existence
of moments results for the former. The generalized Lamperti case is seen to be more
subtle, as the recurrence classification depends on correlation terms between the two
coordinates of the process.
Keywords: Non-homogeneous random walk; recurrence classification; Lyapunov function;
Lamperti’s problem.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classifications: 60J10 (Primary).
1 Introduction
Markov processes (Xn, ηn) on structured state-spaces Σ contained in X × S are of interest
in many applications. In this paper we are interested in the case where Xn ∈ X = R+ and
ηn ∈ S a finite set, in which case Σ is a half strip. Motivating applications include
• modulated queues [10], where Xn represents the queue length and ηn tracks the state
of a service regime or buffer;
• regime-switching processes in mathematical finance, where ηn tracks a state of the
market;
• physical processes with internal degrees of freedom [6], where ηn tracks internal mo-
mentum states of a particle.
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In much of the literature, ηn is itself a Markov chain; in this case (Xn, ηn) is known as a
Markov-modulated Markov chain or a Markov random walk [5]; in the contexts of strips,
study of these models goes back to Malyshev [9]. The case where ηn is Markov also includes
processes that can be represented as additive functionals of Markov chains [12]. Such models
pose a variety of mathematical questions, which have been studied rather deeply over several
decades using various techniques that take advantage of the additional Markov structure,
and much is now known.
Much less is known when ηn is not Markov. In the present paper, following [2, 4], we
are interested in the case where ηn is not Markov but is, roughly speaking, approximately
Markov when Xn is large, with stationary distribution pii on S. This relaxation is necessary
to probe more intimately the recurrence/transience phase transition for these models. If
µi(x) is the mean drift of the R+-coordinate of the process at (x, i) ∈ Σ, then crucial to
the asymptotic behaviour of the process are the asymptotics of the µi in comparison to the
pii. If µi(x) → di ∈ R for each i ∈ S, then the process is transient if
∑
i piidi > 0 and
positive-recurrent if
∑
i piidi < 0 [2, 4]. The critical case
∑
i piidi = 0 is more subtle, and to
investigate the recurrence/transience phase transition it is natural, by analogy with classical
work of Lamperti on R+ [7, 8], to study the case where
∑
i piiµi(x) = O(1/x). In particular,
the law of the increments is non-homogeneous in Xn, which typically precludes ηn from being
Markovian, but admits our weaker conditions.
The Lamperti drift case in which every line has µi(x) = O(1/x) was studied in [4].
The main focus of the present paper is the generalized Lamperti drift case where µi(x) =
di +O(1/x) with
∑
i∈S piidi = 0.
We obtain a recurrence classification for the generalized Lamperti drift case, and in the
recurrent case we obtain results on existence and non-existence of passage-time moments,
quantifying the recurrence. We obtain these results by use of a transformation of the process
into one with Lamperti drift, and so we establish new results on existence and non-existence
of passage-time moments in that setting first. Our method is different from that of [4], which
relied on an analysis of an embedded Markov chain, in that we make use of some Lyapunov
functions for the half-strip model.
To finish this section, we present an application of our results to a simple model of a
correlated random walk. Suppose that a particle performs a random walk on Z+ with a
short-term memory: the distribution of Xn+1 depends not only on the current position Xn,
but also on the ‘direction of travel’ Xn−Xn−1. Formally, (Xn, Xn−Xn−1) is a Markov chain
on Z+ × S with S = {−1,+1}, with
P[(Xn+1, ηn+1) = (x+ j, j) | (Xn, ηn) = (x, i)] = qij(x), for i, j ∈ S.
Then for i ∈ S,
µi(x) = E[Xn+1 −Xn | (Xn, ηn) = (x, i)] = qi,+1(x)− qi,−1(x).
The simplest model has qii(x) = q > 1/2 for x ≥ 1, so the walker has a tendency to continue
in its direction of travel.
More generally, suppose that for q ∈ (0, 1) and constants c−1, c+1 ∈ R and δ > 0,
qij(x) =
{
q + ici
2x
+O(x−1−δ) if j = i;
1− q − ici
2x
+O(x−1−δ) if j 6= i. (1.1)
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Here is the recurrence/transience classification for this model, which includes as the special
case q = 1/2 the recurrence classification in Corollary 3.1 of [4].
Theorem 1.1. Consider the correlated random walk specified by (1.1). Let c = (c+1+c−1)/2.
If c < −q, then the walk is positive-recurrent. If c > q, then the walk is transient. If |c| ≤ q,
then the walk is null-recurrent.
2 Model and main results
2.1 Notation
Let S be a finite non-empty set, and let Σ be a subset of R+ × S that is locally finite, i.e.,
Σ ∩ ([0, r] × S) is finite for all r ∈ R+. Define for each k ∈ S the line Λk := {x ∈ R+ :
(x, k) ∈ Σ}. Our process of interest is as follows.
(A) Suppose that (Xn, ηn), n ∈ Z+, is a time-homogeneous, irreducible Markov chain on Σ,
a locally finite subset of R+×S. Suppose that for each k ∈ S the line Λk is unbounded.
We will typically assume that the displacement of the X-coordinate has bounded p-
moments for some p <∞:
(Bp) There exists a constant Cp <∞ such that for all n ∈ Z+,
E[|Xn+1 −Xn|p | Xn = x, ηn = i] ≤ Cp, for all (x, i) ∈ Σ.
Most of our results will assume that (Bp) holds for p > 2. For (x, i) ∈ Σ and j ∈ S define
qij(x) := P[ηn+1 = j | Xn = x, ηn = i].
We suppose that ηn is approximately Markov when Xn is large, in the following sense:
(Q∞) Suppose that limx→∞ qij(x) = qij exists for all i, j ∈ S, and (qij) is an irreducible
stochastic matrix.
Under assumption (Q∞) we can define a new process η∗n, n ∈ Z+, as a Markov chain on S
with transition probabilities given by qij. Since η
∗
n is irreducible and S is finite, there exists
a unique stationary distribution pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , pi|S|)> on S with pij > 0 for all j ∈ S and
satisfying pij =
∑
i∈S piiqij for all j ∈ S.
A basic quantity is the one-step mean drift in the X-coordinate on line i:
µi(x) := E[Xn+1 −Xn | Xn = x, ηn = i];
note that µi(x) is finite if (Bp) holds for some p ≥ 1. In the simplest case, we suppose that
each line has an asymptotically constant drift:
(DC) For each i ∈ S there exists di ∈ R such that µi(x) = di + o(1) as x→∞.
Then we have the following result.
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 1. Suppose also
that (Q∞) and (DC) hold. Then the following classification applies.
• If ∑i∈S dipii > 0, then (Xn, ηn) is transient.
• If ∑i∈S dipii < 0, then (Xn, ηn) is positive-recurrent.
Theorem 2.1 is a minor generalization of Theorem 2.4 of [4], which took Σ = Z+×S; the
proof there readily extends to the statement here, so we omit the proof; earlier versions of
the result, assuming some additional homogeneity, are Theorem 3.1.2 of [3] and the results
of [2, 9].
Theorem 2.1 has nothing to say about the much more subtle case where
∑
i∈S dipii = 0;
here further assumptions are required to reach any conclusion. One way to achieve∑
i∈S dipii = 0 is to have di = 0 for all i ∈ S. In this case, by analogy with the clas-
sical one-dimensional work of Lamperti [7, 8], the natural setting in which to probe the
recurrence-transience phase transition is that of Lamperti drift, as studied in [4], which we
present in Section 2.2. In this setting we give new results on existence and non-existence of
moments of passage times.
The second possibility, in which di 6= 0 for some i ∈ S but nevertheless
∑
i∈S dipii = 0,
leads to what we call generalized Lamperti drift, which is the main focus of this paper and
is presented in Section 2.3. Here we establish a recurrence classification as well as results on
passage-time moments.
For the remainder of the paper we introduce the following shorthand to simplify notation:
Ex,i[ • ] = E[ • | Xn = x, ηn = i].
2.2 Lamperti drift
Define for (x, i) ∈ Σ,
σ2i (x) := Ex,i[(Xn+1 −Xn)2];
note that σ2i (x) is finite if (Bp) holds for some p ≥ 2. The case of Lamperti drift is:
(DL) For each i ∈ S there exist ci ∈ R and s2i ∈ R+, with at least one s2i non-zero, such
that, as x→∞, µi(x) = cix + o(x−1) and σ2i (x) = s2i + o(1).
To obtain results at the critical point for the phase transition we will need to strengthen the
assumptions (Q∞) and (DL) by imposing additional assumptions:
(Q+∞) Suppose that there exists δ0 ∈ (0, 1) such that maxi,j∈S |qij(x) − qij| = o(x−δ0) as
x→∞.
(D+L) Suppose that there exist δ1 ∈ (0, 1), ci ∈ R, and s2i ∈ R+, with at least one s2i non-zero,
such that for all i ∈ S, as x→∞, µi(x) = cix + o(x−1−δ1) and σ2i (x) = s2i + o(x−δ1).
In the Lamperti drift setting, we have the following recurrence classification.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also
that (Q∞) and (DL) hold. Then the following classification applies.
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• If ∑i∈S(2ci − s2i )pii > 0, then (Xn, ηn) is transient.
• If |∑i∈S 2cipii| <∑i∈S s2ipii, then (Xn, ηn) is null-recurrent.
• If ∑i∈S(2ci + s2i )pii < 0, then (Xn, ηn) is positive-recurrent.
If, in addition, (Q+∞) and (D
+
L ) hold, then the following condition also applies (yielding an
exhaustive classification):
• If |∑i∈S 2cipii| = ∑i∈S s2ipii, then (Xn, ηn) is null-recurrent.
Theorem 2.2 is a slight generalization of Theorem 2.5 of [4], which took Σ = Z+ × S.
The proof in [4], which made use of Lamperti’s [7,8] results applied to the embedded process
obtained by observing the X-coordinate on each visit to a reference line, extends readily to
the statement here.
One way to obtain quantitative information on the nature of recurrence is to study
moments of passage times. For x ∈ R+, define the stopping time τx := min{n ≥ 0 : Xn ≤ x}.
First we state a result that gives conditions for E[τ sx ] to be finite.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also
that (Q∞) and (DL) hold. If for some θ > 0,∑
i∈S
[
2ci + (2θ − 1)s2i
]
pii < 0, (2.1)
then for any s ∈ [0, θ ∧ p
2
]
, we have E[τ sx ] <∞ for all x sufficiently large.
We have the following result in the other direction.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also
that (Q∞) and (DL) hold. If for some θ ∈ (0, p2 ],∑
i∈S
[
2ci + (2θ − 1)s2i
]
pii > 0, (2.2)
then for any s ≥ θ, we have E[τ sx ] =∞ for all sufficiently large X0 > x.
In the case where S is a singleton, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 reduce to versions of Proposi-
tions 1 and 2, respectively, of [1] on passage-time moments for Markov chains on R+.
2.3 Generalized Lamperti drift
Now we turn to the main topic of this paper. This case is the most subtle, and the asymptotic
properties of the process depend not only on µi(x) and σ
2
i (x) but also on the quantities
µij(x) := Ex,i [(Xn+1 −Xn)1{ηn+1 = j}] ;
this alerts us to the fact that correlations between the components of the increments are now
crucial. The case of generalized Lamperti drift is the following:
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(DG) For i, j ∈ S there exist di ∈ R, ei ∈ R, dij ∈ R and t2i ∈ R+, with at least one t2i
non-zero, such that
(a) for all i ∈ S, µi(x) = di + eix + o(x−1) as x→∞;
(b) for all i ∈ S, σ2i (x) = t2i + o(1) as x→∞;
(c) for all i, j ∈ S, µij(x) = dij + o(1) as x→∞; and
(d)
∑
i∈S piidi = 0.
Note that necessarily we have the relation di =
∑
j∈S dij.
As in the Lamperti drift case, we need to have an additional condition at the phase
boundary.
(D+G) There exist δ2 ∈ (0, 1), di ∈ R, ei ∈ R, dij ∈ R and t2i ∈ R+, with at least one t2i
non-zero, such that
(a) for all i ∈ S, µi(x) = di + eix + o(x−1−δ2) as x→∞;
(b) for all i ∈ S, σ2i (x) = t2i + o(x−δ2) as x→∞; and
(c) for all i, j ∈ S, µij(x) = dij + o(x−δ2) as x→∞.
We also must impose refined forms of the condition (Q∞), where now further terms come
into play.
(QG) For i, j ∈ S there exist γij ∈ R such that qij(x) = qij + γijx + o(x−1), where (qij) is an
irreducible stochastic matrix.
(Q+G) There exist δ3 ∈ (0, 1) and γij ∈ R such that qij(x) = qij + γijx + o(x−1−δ3).
The fact that
∑
j∈S qij(x) = 1 implies, after a calculation, that
∑
j∈S γij = 0 for all i ∈ S.
For understanding the statement of our recurrence classification in the generalized
Lamperti case, we need the following preliminary result on solutions a = (a1, . . . , a|S|)>
to the system of equations
di +
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai)qij = 0, for all i ∈ S; (2.3)
we say that a solution a = (a1, . . . , a|S|)> is unique up to translation if all solutions a′ =
(a′1, . . . , a
′
|S|)
> have a′j − aj constant.
Lemma 2.5. Let di ∈ R and (qij) be an irreducible stochastic matrix with stationary distri-
bution pi on S. Then the following statements are equivalent.
• ∑i∈S dipii = 0.
• There exists a solution a = (a1, . . . , a|S|)> to (2.3) that is unique up to translation.
Next we give our main recurrence classification for the model with generalized Lamperti
drift. The criteria involve solutions to (2.3); as described in Lemma 2.5 such solutions are not
unique, but nevertheless the expressions in which they appear in Theorem 2.6 are invariant
under translations (see Remark 2.9(c)), and so the statement makes sense.
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Theorem 2.6. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also
that (QG) and (DG) hold. Define a = (a1, . . . , a|S|)> to be a solution to (2.3) whose existence
is guaranteed by Lemma 2.5. Define
U :=
∑
i∈S
(
2ei + 2
∑
j∈S
ajγij
)
pii, and V :=
∑
i∈S
(
t2i + 2
∑
j∈S
ajdij
)
pii. (2.4)
Then the following classification applies.
• If U > V then (Xn, ηn) is transient.
• If |U | < V then (Xn, ηn) is null-recurrent.
• If U < −V then (Xn, ηn) is positive-recurrent.
If, in addition, (Q+G) and (D
+
G) hold, then the following condition also applies (yielding an
exhaustive classification):
• If |U | = V then (Xn, ηn) is null-recurrent.
As in Section 2.2, we quantify the degree of recurrence by establishing existence and
non-existence of moments of the passage times τx. First we give conditions for existence of
moments.
Theorem 2.7. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also
that (QG) and (DG) hold. Define a = (a1, . . . , a|S|)> to be a solution to (2.3) whose existence
is guaranteed by Lemma 2.5. If for some θ > 0, with U and V as given by (2.4),
U + (2θ − 1)V < 0, (2.5)
then for any s ∈ [0, θ ∧ p
2
]
, we have E[τ sx ] <∞ for all x sufficiently large.
Finally, we give conditions for non-existence of moments.
Theorem 2.8. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also
that (QG) and (DG) hold. Define a = (a1, . . . , a|S|)> to be a solution to (2.3) whose existence
is guaranteed by Lemma 2.5. If for some θ ∈ (0, p
2
], with U and V as given by (2.4),
U + (2θ − 1)V > 0, (2.6)
then for any s ≥ θ, we have E[τ sx ] =∞ for all sufficiently large X0 > x.
Remarks 2.9. (a) The generalization of the state-space Σ from Z+×S considered in [4] and
previous work is not merely for the sake of generalization; it is necessary for the technical
approach of this paper, whereby we find a transformation φ : Σ→ Σ′ such that if (Xn, ηn) has
generalized Lamperti drift, then φ(Xn, ηn) has Lamperti drift (i.e., the constant components
of the drifts are eliminated). We then apply the results of Section 2.2 to deduce the results
in Section 2.3. Even if Σ = Z+ × S, the state-space Σ′ obtained after the transformation φ
will not be (lines are translated in a certain way).
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(b) The local finiteness assumption ensures that transience of the Markov chain (Xn, ηn)
is equivalent to limn→∞Xn = +∞, a.s., and hence all our conditions on µi(x) etc. are
asymptotic conditions as x→∞.
(c) As mentioned above, the non-uniqueness of solutions to (2.3) is not a problem for the
statement of the theorems in this section, because the quantities in our conditions are un-
changed under translation of the ai. Indeed, Lemma 2.5 shows that if (ai, i ∈ S) is a solution
then so is (c + ai, i ∈ S) for any c ∈ R, and, furthermore, every solution is of this form.
Moreover, the facts that
∑
j∈S γij = 0 and
∑
i∈S
∑
j∈S dijpii =
∑
i∈S dipii = 0 guarantee that
replacing every ai by c+ ai does not change the quantities U and V given by (2.4).
3 Lyapunov function estimates
Our analysis is based on the Lyapunov function fν : Σ→ (0,∞) defined for ν ∈ R by
fν(x, i) :=
{
xν + ν
2
bix
ν−2 if x ≥ x0,
xν0 +
ν
2
bix
ν−2
0 if x < x0,
where bi ∈ R and x0 := 1 +
√|ν|maxi∈S |bi|.
The following straightforward result, whose proof is omitted, establishes bounds on fν .
Lemma 3.1. Suppose ν ∈ R. There exist positive constants k1, k2 ∈ (0,∞), depending on ν
and (bi, i ∈ S), such that
k1(1 + x)
ν ≤ fν(x, i) ≤ k2(1 + x)ν , for all x ≥ 0 and all i ∈ S.
The next result, which is central to what follows, provides increment moment estimates
for our Lyapunov function in the Lamperti drift case.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also
that (Q∞) and (DL) hold. Then for any ν ∈ (2− p, p], we have, as x→∞,
Ex,i [fν(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fν(Xn, ηn)]
=
ν
2
xν−2
(
2ci + (ν − 1)s2i +
∑
j∈S
(bj − bi)qij + o(1)
)
. (3.1)
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 3.2. Denote ∆n := Xn+1−Xn,
and consider the event En := {|∆n| ≤ Xζn} where ζ ∈ (0, 1). The basic idea behind the proof
of Lemma 3.2 is to use a Taylor’s formula expansion. Such an expansion is valid only if ∆n is
not too large; to handle various truncation estimates we will thus need the following result.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Then for any ζ ∈ (0, 1) and any
q ∈ [0, p], we have
Ex,i [|∆n|q1(Ecn)] ≤ Cpxζ(q−p). (3.2)
Furthermore, if ζ ∈ ( 1
p−1 , 1), we have
Ex,i [∆n1(En)] = Ex,i [∆n] + o
(
x−1
)
, (3.3)
Ex,i
[
∆2n1(En)
]
= Ex,i
[
∆2n
]
+ o (1) . (3.4)
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Proof. For q ∈ [0, p],
|∆n|q1(Ecn) = |∆n|p|∆n|q−p1(Ecn) ≤ |∆n|pXζ(q−p)n (3.5)
The inequality follows as q − p ≤ 0, so under the condition that |∆n| > Xζn, we have
|∆n|q−p ≤ (Xζn)(q−p). Taking the conditional expectation on both sides of (3.5) and using the
condition (Bp), we obtain (3.2). For the second statement, we use the fact that for r ∈ {1, 2},
Ex,i [∆rn] = Ex,i [∆rn1(En)] + Ex,i [∆rn1(Ecn)] ,
where, by the q = r case of (3.2),
|Ex,i [∆rn1(Ecn)]| ≤ Ex,i [|∆n|r1(Ecn)] ≤ Cpxζ(r−p). (3.6)
When r = 1, we choose ζ ∈ ( 1
p−1 , 1), so we have ζ(1 − p) < −1, and then (3.6) gives (3.3).
When r = 2, we know r − p < 0, and then (3.6) gives (3.4).
To obtain Lemma 3.2, we decompose the increment of fν . First note that, for ζ ∈ (0, 1),
Ex,i [fν(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fν(Xn, ηn)] = Ex,i [(fν(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fν(Xn, ηn))1(En)]
+ Ex,i [(fν(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fν(Xn, ηn))1(Ecn)] . (3.7)
Choose ζ ∈ ( 1
p−1 , 1) and x1 ∈ R+ such that x1 − xζ1 ≥ x0; then on the event En ∩ {Xn ≥ x1}
we have Xn+1 ≥ x1 − xζ1 ≥ x0. Thus, for all x ≥ x1, we may write
Ex,i [(fν(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fν(Xn, ηn))1(En)]
= Ex,i
[(
Xνn+1 −Xνn
)
1(En)
]
+
ν
2
Ex,i
[(
bηn+1X
ν−2
n+1 − bηnXν−2n
)
1(En)
]
. (3.8)
We proceed to estimate the terms on the right-hand sides of (3.7) and (3.8) separately, via
a series of lemmas.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also that (DL) holds. Let
ζ ∈ ( 1
p−1 , 1). Then for any r ∈ R, we have, as x→∞,
Ex,i
[(
Xrn+1 −Xrn
)
1(En)
]
= rxr−2
(
ci +
r − 1
2
s2i + o(1)
)
.
Proof. By Taylor’s formula we have that
Ex,i
[(
Xrn+1 −Xrn
)
1(En)
]
= xr Ex,i
[(
(1 + x−1∆n)r − 1
)
1(En)
]
= xr Ex,i
[(
r
(
∆n
Xn
)
+
r(r − 1)
2
(
∆n
Xn
)2)
1(En) + Z
]
, (3.9)
where |Z| ≤ CX−3n |∆n|31(En) for some fixed constant C ∈ R+. To bound the term Ex,i[Z],
first we observe that
|Z| ≤ CX−3n |∆n|2|∆n|1(En) ≤ C|∆n|2Xζ−3n .
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Taking expectations on both sides of the last inequality, we obtain
|Ex,i[Z]| ≤ Ex,i |Z| ≤ Cxζ−3 Ex,i[|∆n|2] = O(xζ−3),
using (Bp). Since ζ < 1 this implies Ex,i[Z] = o(x−2), so the expression (3.9) becomes
Ex,i
[(
Xrn+1 −Xrn
)
1(En)
]
= rxr−1 Ex,i [∆n1(En)] +
r(r − 1)
2
xr−2 Ex,i
[
∆2n1(En)
]
+ o
(
xr−2
)
. (3.10)
Then by Lemma 3.3 together with the facts that, under (DL),
Ex,i[∆n] = µi(x) =
ci
x
+ o(x−1), and Ex,i[∆2n] = σ2i (x) = s2i + o(1),
we obtain
Ex,i
[(
Xrn+1 −Xrn
)
1(En)
]
= rxr−1
(ci
x
+ o
(
x−1
))
+
r(r − 1)
2
xr−2
(
s2i + o(1)
)
+ o
(
xr−2
)
,
from which the statement in the lemma follows.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that (Bp) holds for some p > 0. Let r ∈ R and ζ ∈ (0, 1), and let
g : S → R. Then, as x→∞,
Ex,i
[(
g(ηn+1)X
r
n+1 − g(ηn)Xrn
)
1(En)
]
= xr
∑
j∈S
(g(j)− g(i))qij(x) + o(xr).
Proof. First observe that
Ex,i
[(
g(ηn+1)X
r
n+1 − g(ηn)Xrn
)
1(En)
]
= Ex,i
[
g(ηn+1)
(
Xrn+1 −Xrn
)
1(En)
]
+ Ex,i [(g(ηn+1)− g(ηn))Xrn1(En)] . (3.11)
We deal with the two terms on the right-hand side of (3.11) separately. First,∣∣Ex,i [g(ηn+1) (Xrn+1 −Xrn)1(En)]∣∣ ≤ (max
j∈S
|g(j)|
)
Ex,i
[∣∣Xrn+1 −Xrn∣∣1(En)] ,
where, by Taylor’s formula, given Xn = x,∣∣Xrn+1 −Xrn∣∣1(En) = O(xr+ζ−1) = o(xr).
On the other hand,
Ex,i [(g(ηn+1)− g(ηn))Xrn1(En)] = xr
∑
j∈S
(g(j)− g(i))Px,i [{ηn+1 = j} ∩ En] .
Here |Px,i [{ηn+1 = j} ∩ En]− qij(x)| ≤ Px,i [Ecn] → 0, by the q = 0 case of Lemma 3.3.
Combining these calculations gives the result.
Combining the last two results we obtain the following estimate for the first term on the
right-hand side of (3.7).
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Lemma 3.6. Suppose that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also that (DL) and (Q∞)
hold. Let ζ ∈ ( 1
p−1 , 1). Then for any r ∈ R, we have, as x→∞,
Ex,i [(fr(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fr(Xn, ηn))1(En)] = r
2
xr−2
(
2ci + (r − 1)s2i +
∑
j∈S
(bj − bi)qij + o(1)
)
.
Proof. In the equation (3.8) we apply Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 with g(y) = by and r − 2
in place of r; together with (Q∞) we obtain the result.
We have the following estimate for the second term on the right-hand side of (3.7).
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Then for any r ∈ (2− p, p], we can
choose ζ ∈ (0, 1) for which, as x→∞,
Ex,i [|fr(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fr(Xn, ηn)|1(Ecn)] = o(xr−2).
Proof. We may suppose throughout this proof that Xn ≥ 1. First suppose that r ∈ (0, p]. If
|∆n| ≤ Xn2 , then Xn2 ≤ Xn + ∆n ≤ 3Xn2 . Thus with Lemma 3.1 we have, on {|∆n| ≤ Xn2 },
fr(Xn+1, ηn+1) ≤ k2
(
1 +
3Xn
2
)r
≤ C1 (1 +Xn)r , (3.12)
for some constant C1 ∈ R+. On the other hand, if |∆n| > Xn2 , then 0 ≤ Xn+1 = Xn + ∆n ≤
3|∆n|. So with Lemma 3.1, we have, on {|∆n| > Xn2 },
fr(Xn+1, ηn+1) ≤ k2 (1 + 3|∆n|)r ≤ C2 |∆n|r , (3.13)
for some constant C2 ∈ R+. Combining the results of (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain for r > 0,
fr(Xn+1, ηn+1) ≤ C3 (1 +Xn)r + C3|∆n|r, (3.14)
for some C3 ∈ R+. Hence, for r > 0, for some C ∈ R+,
|Ex,i [(fr(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fr(Xn, ηn))1(Ecn)]| ≤ fr(x, i)Px,i [Ecn] + Ex,i [|fr(Xn+1, ηn+1)|1(Ecn)]
≤ C (1 + x)r Px,i [Ecn] + C Ex,i [|∆n|r1(Ecn)] ,
where we have used Lemma 3.1 and inequality (3.14). Then, by the q = 0 and q = r ∈ (0, p]
cases of Lemma 3.3 we have
|Ex,i [(fr(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fr(Xn, ηn))1(Ecn)]| = O(xr−pζ) +O(xζ(r−p)) = O(xr−pζ),
since ζ < 1. This last term is o(xr−2) provided r − pζ < r − 2, i.e., ζ > 2
p
.
Finally, suppose that r ∈ (2 − p, 0]. Now by Lemma 3.1, we have 0 ≤ f(x, i) ≤ C for
some C ∈ R+ and all x and i, so that
|Ex,i [(fr(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fr(Xn, ηn))1(Ecn)]| ≤ CPx,i [Ecn] = O(x−pζ),
by the q = 0 case of Lemma 3.3. Since r > 2−p, we can choose ζ such that 0 < 2−r
p
< ζ < 1,
which gives −ζp < r − 2.
Now we are ready to complete the proof Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The expression for the first moment in (3.1) is simply a combination
of the r = ν cases of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7.
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4 Proofs of results for Lamperti drift
4.1 Some consequences of the Fredholm alternative
In this section, vectors are column vectors on R|S|, 0 denotes the column vector whose
components are all zero, and I denotes the |S| × |S| identity matrix. We will need the
following well-known algebraic result.
Lemma 4.1 (Fredholm alternative). Given an |S| × |S| matrix A and a column vector b,
the equation Aa = b has a solution a if and only if any column vector y for which A>y = 0
satisfies y>b = 0.
See [11] for other formulations and the proof of this theorem. First of all, we shall give
the proof of Lemma 2.5.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. First we write the system of equations (2.3) in matrix form. To this
end, denote by Q = (qij)i,j∈S the transition matrix for the Markov chain η∗n on S, and denote
column vectors a = (a1, a2, . . . , a|S|)> and d = (d1, d2, . . . , d|S|)>. Then (2.3) is equivalent to
(Q− I)a = −d.
Setting A = Q − I and b = −d, Lemma 4.1 shows that (2.3) has a solution a if and only
if any column vector y such that (Q − I)>y = 0 satisfies y>d = 0. But (Q − I)>y = 0
is equivalent to y>Q = y>, which implies that y = αpi (α ∈ R) is a scalar multiple of the
(unique) stationary distribution for Q. Thus (2.3) has a solution a if and only if pi>d = 0,
i.e.,
∑
i∈S dipii = 0, the special case that α = 0 contributing nothing to the condition.
Finally, we show that any solution a to (2.3) is unique up to translation. Suppose there
are two solutions, a′ and a′′, so that (Q− I)a′ = (Q− I)a′′ = −d; thus (Q− I)(a′−a′′) = 0.
In other words, Q(a′ − a′′) = a′ − a′′. As Q is a stochastic matrix, this means that a′ − a′′
is a scalar multiple of the eigenvector (1, 1, . . . , 1)> corresponding to eigenvalue 1. Thus the
components of a′ and a′′ differ by a fixed amount.
A modification of the above argument yields the following statements, with inequalities
instead of equality, which will enable us to show that, under appropriate conditions in-
volving pij, suitable bi exist to construct the Lyapunov function fν satisfying appropriate
supermartingale conditions.
Lemma 4.2. Let ui ∈ R for each i ∈ S.
(i) Suppose
∑
i∈S uipii < 0. Then there exist (bi, i ∈ S) such that ui +
∑
j∈S(bj − bi)qij < 0
for all i.
(ii) Suppose
∑
i∈S uipii > 0. Then there exist (bi, i ∈ S) such that ui +
∑
j∈S(bj − bi)qij > 0
for all i.
Proof. We prove only part (i); the proof of (ii) is similar. Suppose that
∑
i∈S uipii = −ε for
some ε > 0. Then taking εi =
ε
|S|pii we get
∑
i∈S(ui+εi)pii = 0. An application of Lemma 2.5
with di = ui + εi shows that there exist bi such that
ui + εi +
∑
j∈S
(bj − bi)qij = 0, for all i ∈ S,
which gives the result since εi > 0.
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 2.3
To obtain existence of moments of hitting times, we apply the following semimartingale
result, which is a reformulation of Theorem 1 from [1].
Lemma 4.3. Let Wn be an integrable Fn-adapted stochastic process, taking values in an
unbounded subset of R+, with W0 = w0 fixed. Suppose that there exist δ > 0, w > 0, and
γ < 1 such that for any n ≥ 0,
E[Wn+1 −Wn | Fn] ≤ −δW γn , on {n < λw}, (4.1)
where λw = min{n ≥ 0 : Wn ≤ w}. Then, for any s ∈ [0, 11−γ ], E[λsw] <∞.
Now we can give the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Set Wn := fν(Xn, ηn) for ν ∈ (0, p]; note Wn → ∞ as Xn → ∞. We
aim to show that (4.1) holds with γ = ν−2
ν
< 1, for appropriate choice of (bi, i ∈ S). First
note that, for Xn sufficiently large,
W γn =
(
Xνn +
ν
2
bηnX
ν−2
n
) ν−2
ν
= Xν−2n
(
1 +
ν
2
bηnX
−2
n
) ν−2
ν
= Xν−2n +O
(
Xν−4n
)
,
using the fact that bηn is uniformly bounded. In other words, X
ν−2
n = W
γ
n + o(W
γ
n ), so we
have from Lemma 3.2 that
E[Wn+1 −Wn | Xn, ηn] = ν
2
W γn
(
2cηn + (ν − 1)s2ηn +
∑
j∈S
(bj − bηn)qηnj
)
+ o(W γn ). (4.2)
Take ν = p ∧ 2θ and set ui = 2ci + (ν − 1)s2i ; then, by (2.1),∑
i∈S
uipii ≤
∑
i∈S
[
2ci + (2θ − 1)s2i
]
pii < 0,
so that by Lemma 4.2(i) we may choose (bi, i ∈ S) so that the coefficient of W γn on the
right-hand side of (4.2) is strictly negative, uniformly in ηn ∈ S. Hence there exists δ > 0
such that
E[Wn+1 −Wn | Xn, ηn] ≤ −δW γn , on {Wn ≥ w},
for some w big enough. Note that 1
1−γ =
ν
2
= θ ∧ p
2
; thus we may apply Lemma 4.3 to
conclude that for all w sufficiently large, for any s ∈ [0, θ ∧ p
2
]
, we have E[λsw] < ∞, where
λw = min{n ≥ 0 : Wn ≤ w}.
It remains to deduce that E[τ sx ] < ∞ for all x sufficiently large. But Lemma 3.3 shows
that Xn ≤ CW 1/νn for some C ∈ R+, so {Wn ≤ w} implies that {Xn ≤ Cw1/ν}. It follows
that τCw1/ν ≤ λw, completing the proof of the theorem.
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 2.4
To obtain non-existence of moments of hitting times, we apply the following semimartingale
result, which is a variation on Theorem 2 from [1].
Lemma 4.4. Let Zn be a Fn-adapted stochastic process taking values in an unbounded subset
of R+. Suppose that there exist finite positive constants z, B, and c such that, for any n ≥ 0,
E[Zn+1 − Zn | Fn] ≥ − c
Zn
, on {Zn ≥ z}; (4.3)
E[(Zn+1 − Zn)2 | Fn] ≤ B, on {Zn ≥ z}. (4.4)
Suppose in addition that for some p0 > 0, the process Z
2p0
n∧λz is a submartingale, where
λz = min{n ≥ 0 : Zn ≤ z}. Then for any r > p0, we have E[λrz | Z0 = z0] = ∞ for any
z0 > z.
We will apply this result with Zn := W
1/ν
n = (fν(Xn, ηn))
1/ν , for appropriate choice of
(bi, i ∈ S). Thus we must establish some estimates on the first and second moments of the
increments of Zn; this is the purpose of the next result.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also
that (Q∞) and (DL) hold. Then for any ν ∈ (0, p], we have
Ex,i[Zn+1 − Zn] = ci
x
+
1
2x
∑
j∈S
(bj − bi)qij + o
(
x−1
)
; and
Ex,i[(Zn+1 − Zn)2] ≤ B,
where B is a constant.
Proof. Again we define the event En := {|∆n| ≤ Xζn} for ζ ∈ (0, 1); then
Ex,i[Zn+1 − Zn] = Ex,i [(Zn+1 − Zn)1(En)] + Ex,i [(Zn+1 − Zn)1(Ecn)] . (4.5)
For the first term on the right-hand side of (4.5), we first notice that for x large enough
f 1/νν (x, i) = x
(
1 +
ν
2
bix
−2
)1/ν
= x+
bi
2x
+O(x−3).
Also, given (Xn, ηn) = (x, i), on En we have |Xn+1 − Xn| ≤ xζ so that Zn+11(En) =
Xn+1 +
bηn+1
2x
+ o(x−1). As a result we get
Ex,i [(Zn+1 − Zn)1(En)] = Ex,i [(Xn+1 −Xn)1(En)] + 1
2x
Ex,i
[
(bηn+1 − bηn)1(En)
]
+ o(x−1)
=
ci
x
+
1
2x
∑
j∈S
(bj − bi)qij + o
(
x−1
)
, (4.6)
where in the last equality we used the r = 1 case of Lemma 3.4 and the r = 0 case
of Lemma 3.5 for the first and second term respectively. On the other hand, to bound
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Ex,i [(Zn+1 − Zn)1(Ecn)], we can just mimic the proof of Lemma 3.7, inserting additional
powers of 1/ν, to obtain
Ex,i [(Zn+1 − Zn)1(Ecn)] = o(x−1),
which combined with (4.6) gives the first statement in the lemma. For the second moment,
given (Xn, ηn) = (x, i) we have
(Zn+1 − Zn)21(En) ≤ (Xn+1 −Xn)21(En) + |Xn+1 −Xn|
x
|bηn+1 − bηn|1(En) +O(x−1)
≤ (Xn+1 −Xn)2 + o(1).
Taking expectations, we obtain
Ex,i
[
(Zn+1 − Zn)21(En)
] ≤ C,
for some C ∈ R+. On the other hand, we follow the proof of Lemma 3.7, inserting powers
of 2/ν and 1/ν respectively, to get
Ex,i
[
(Zn+1 − Zn)21(Ecn)
]
= Ex,i[(Z2n+1 − Z2n)1(Ecn)]− 2Ex,i[Zn(Zn+1 − Zn)1(Ecn)]
= o(1).
Combining these estimates the second statement in the lemma follows.
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Take ν = 2θ. We will apply Lemma 4.4 with Zn = (fν(Xn, ηn))
1/ν
and p0 =
ν
2
; we must verify (4.3) and (4.4), and that Zνn∧λz is a submartingale. For the latter
condition, it suffices to show that
E[fν(Xn+1, ηn+1)− fν(Xn, ηn) | Xn, ηn] ≥ 0, on {Zn > z}. (4.7)
By hypothesis (2.2) and Lemma 4.2(ii), writing ui = 2ci + (2θ− 1)s2i , we may find (bi, i ∈ S)
so that ui +
∑
j∈S(bj − bi)qij > 0 for all i, and then (4.7) follows from the ν = 2θ case of
Lemma 3.2.
Of the remaining two conditions, (4.4) follows immediately from the second statement in
Lemma 4.5, provided ν ≤ p, i.e., θ ≤ p
2
. From the first statement in Lemma 4.5, we have
that for all x sufficiently large
Ex,i[Zn+1 − Zn] = 1
x
(
ci +
1
2
∑
j∈S
(bj − bi)qij + o(1)
)
≥ −C1
x
, (4.8)
for all i and all x sufficiently large, where C1 ∈ R+ depends on the ci and bi. Now Lemma 3.1
implies that Zn ≤ C2Xn for some C2 > 0, so we deduce condition (4.3) from (4.8).
Thus Lemma 4.4 shows that E[λrz] =∞ for X0 sufficiently large and r > θ. But if (2.2)
holds for some θ ∈ (0, p
2
], then by continuity (2.2) also holds for some θ′ ∈ (0, θ), so E[λrz] =∞
for r = θ too.
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5 Proofs of results for generalized Lamperti drift
5.1 Transformation to Lamperti drift case
The idea behind the proofs of the results in Section 2.3 is to transform the process (Xn, ηn)
with generalized Lamperti drift to a process (X˜n, ηn) = (Xn + aηn , ηn), with appropriate
choices of the real numbers ai, i ∈ S, that has Lamperti drift, i.e., the constant components
of the drifts are eliminated; then we can apply the results in Section 2.2, once we have at
hand increment moment estimates for the transformed process (X˜n, ηn).
For di, i ∈ S with
∑
i∈S piidi = 0 as specified under assumption (DG), choose ai, i ∈ S as
guaranteed by Lemma 2.5, so that di +
∑
j∈S(aj − ai)qij = 0; since we are free to translate
the ai by any constant, we may (and do) suppose here that ai ≥ 0 for all i ∈ S.
Let Σ′ = {(x+ ai, i) : (x, i) ∈ Σ} denote the state space of the transformed process; then
Σ′ is a locally finite subset of R+×S with unbounded lines Λ′k = {x ∈ R+ : (x, k) ∈ Σ′}. The
map (x, i) 7→ (x + ai, i) is a bijection, so the Markov chain (X˜n, ηn) has precisely the same
abstract structure as the Markov chain (Xn, ηn), in particular, the transformed process is
(positive-)recurrent if and only if the original process is (positive-)recurrent, and so on. Thus
to obtain results for the process (Xn, ηn) it is sufficient to prove results for the transformed
process (X˜n, ηn).
For the increment moments of the transformed process, we use the notation
µ˜i(y) := E[X˜n+1 − X˜n | X˜n = y, ηn = i],
σ˜2i (y) := E[(X˜n+1 − X˜n)2 | X˜n = y, ηn = i].
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that (A) holds, and that (Bp) holds for some p > 2. Suppose also
that (QG) and (DG) hold. Define ai, i ∈ S to be a solution to (2.3) with ai ≥ 0 for all i,
whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 2.5. Either (i) set δ4 = 0; or (ii) suppose that (Q
+
G)
and (D+G) hold and set δ4 = δ2 ∧ δ3 ∈ (0, 1). For i ∈ S, define
ci := ei +
∑
j∈S
ajγij, and s
2
i := t
2
i + 2
∑
j∈S
ajdij +
∑
j∈S
(a2j − a2i )qij. (5.1)
Then we have that, as x→∞,
µ˜i(x) =
ci
x
+ o(x−1−δ4), and σ˜2i (x) = s
2
i + o(x
−δ4).
Proof. For concreteness, we give the proof when (Q+G) and (D
+
G) hold; in the other case the
argument is the same but with δ4 set to 0 throughout. For the first moment, we have
µ˜i(x) = Ex−ai,i[Xn+1 −Xn] +
∑
j∈S
Ex−ai,i
[(
aηn+1 − aηn
)
1{aηn+1 = j}
]
= µi(x− ai) +
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai)qij(x− ai).
Now using hypothesis (a) in (D+G) and (Q
+
G) we obtain
µ˜i(x) = di +
ei
x− ai +
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai)qij +
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai) γij
x− ai + o((x− ai)
−1−δ4)
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= di +
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai)qij + ei
x
+
1
x
∑
j∈S
ajγij + o(x
−1−δ4),
since
∑
j∈S γij = 0. By hypothesis (d) in (D
+
G) and choice of the ai (cf Lemma 2.5), the
constant term here vanishes, so we obtain the expression for µ˜i(x) in the lemma.
For the second moment, we have
σ˜2i (x) = Ex−ai,i
[
(Xn+1 −Xn)2
]
+ 2Ex−ai,i
[
(aηn+1 − aηn)(Xn+1 −Xn)
]
+ Ex−ai,i
[
a2ηn+1 − a2ηn
]
= s2i + 2
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai)µij(x− ai) +
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai)2qij(x− ai) + o(x−δ4).
Then using hypothesis (c) in (D+G) and (Q
+
G) we obtain
σ˜2i (x) = s
2
i + 2
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai)dij +
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai)2qij + o(x−δ4)
= s2i + 2
∑
j∈S
ajdij +
∑
j∈S
(a2j − a2i )qij − 2ai
(
di +
∑
j∈S
(aj − ai)qij
)
+ o(x−δ4),
which gives the result after once again using the fact that di +
∑
j∈S(aj − ai)qij = 0.
5.2 Proofs of Theorems 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8
Armed with our transformation of the process, we can now use the results in Section 2.2 to
complete the proofs of the theorems in Section 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Lemma 5.1 shows that if (Xn, ηn) satisfies the conditions of The-
orem 2.6, then (X˜n, ηn) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2 with ci and s
2
i as given
by (5.1). Theorem 2.2 shows that the process is transient if
0 <
∑
i∈S
[2ci − s2i ]pii =
∑
i∈S
[
2ei + 2
∑
j∈S
ajγij −
(
t2i + 2
∑
j∈S
ajdij +
∑
j∈S
(a2j − a2i )qij
)]
pii
=
∑
i∈S
(
2ei − t2i + 2
∑
j∈S
aj(γij − dij)
)
pii −
∑
i∈S
∑
j∈S
(a2j − a2i )qijpii,
using the expressions at (5.1). Note that the final term here vanishes, because∑
i∈S
∑
j∈S
(a2j − a2i )qijpii =
∑
j∈S
a2j
∑
i∈S
qijpii −
∑
i∈S
a2ipii
∑
j∈S
qij
=
∑
j∈S
a2jpij −
∑
i∈S
a2ipii = 0,
using the fact that pi is the stationary distribution for (qij). This gives the condition for
transience stated in Theorem 2.6.
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Similarly, the condition for positive-recurrence is
0 >
∑
i∈S
[2ci + s
2
i ]pii =
∑
i∈S
[
2ei + 2
∑
j∈S
ajγij +
(
t2i + 2
∑
j∈S
ajdij +
∑
j∈S
(a2j − a2i )qij
)]
pii
=
∑
i∈S
(
2ei + t
2
i + 2
∑
j∈S
aj(γij + dij)
)
pii +
∑
i∈S
∑
j∈S
(a2j − a2i )qijpii
=
∑
i∈S
(
2ei + t
2
i + 2
∑
j∈S
aj(γij + dij)
)
pii,
which gives the condition for positive-recurrence in the theorem. The case for null-recurrence
and at the critical point follows accordingly by the same calculation.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.6, this time applying
Theorem 2.3 to the transformed process.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. This time we apply Theorem 2.4 to the transformed process.
6 Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this last section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 on correlated random walk given
in the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Note first that qii = q and qij = 1− q for j 6= i; hence pi = (12 , 12). By
direct calculation, we get µi(x) = i(2q − 1) + cix + O(x−1−δ). This gives di = i(2q − 1) and
ei = ci. Now we want to solve the system of equations (2.3) for ai, which amounts to
1− 2q + (a+1 − a−1)(1− q) = 0.
Since the solution (ai) is unique up to translation, without loss of generality we can choose
a−1 = 0 and then we get a+1 =
2q−1
1−q . Next we observe that dii = q, while if i 6= j we have
dij = 1− q; also, γij = jci2 and t2i = 1. Now we calculate∑
i∈S
(
2ei + 2
∑
j∈S
ajγij
)
pii = e+1 + e−1 + a+1γ+1,+1 + a+1γ−1,+1 =
c+1 + c−1
2(1− q) ; and∑
i∈S
(
t2i + 2
∑
j∈S
ajdij
)
pii = 1 + a+1d+1,+1 + a+1d−1,+1 =
q
1− q .
Then applying Theorem 2.6 we obtain the desired result.
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